
AGRICULTURAL



The ongoing success and profitability of your farming 

operations are crucial. That’s why it’s vital your agricultural 

equipment is always up and running for peak production, no 

matter the season or other challenges.  

At Eurol, we get it. Our top-grade lubricants are engineered to 

boost both the performance and longevity of your machinery. 

Opting for the right lubricants can cut down on maintenance, 

minimize stoppages, extend the time between oil changes, and 

drive up your overall productivity.
Enter the brand and model of your 
vehicle into our oil advisor, and you’ll 
instantly receive tailored product 
recommendations.

Eurol Specialty producten
Drawing on our deep expertise in application, we've developed the Eurol Specialty 

lubricants using SYNGIS Technology. This cutting-edge technology synergizes lubricating 

and protective qualities, delivering superior performance in even the toughest conditions. 

Choosing Eurol Specialty products translates to improved efficiency, significant cost 

reduction, increased productivity, and a minimized environmental impact. Our team is 

ready to schedule a live demonstration to showcase these advantages in action.

eurol.com/specialty



REDUCE COSTS 
IN TULIP 
CULTIVATION 
Triflor uses machinery daily to move bins of tulip bulbs. 

To make the chains in the machines run smoother, Triflor 

opted for Eurol Chain Lube S-AC 38 FD. With this Eurol 

Specialty lubricant, the chains of the transport machines 

are lubricated, leading to less wear and tear and downtime. 

The result? More uptime, less standstill, and less pollution. 

Less lubricant is needed, and the machines stay clean: unlike 

conventional lubricants, Eurol Chain Lube 

S-AC 38 FD prevents sand from sticking 

to the chains.

PROTECTION 
AGAINST CROP 
JUICES
Thomas Span is workshop manager at JvESCH in Cromvoirt. 

He was looking for a replacement for three lubricating 

greases, each with its own application: pin and bushing 

connections, bearings and underwater use. Crop juices 

play a role in this. The goal was to streamline lubrication to 

reduce the chances of incorrect application and downtime. 

JvESCH was able to go from using three different 

greases for three applications to using just one grease for 

maintaining their mowers. With Eurol Grease CS-2/103-S, 

not only has the frequency of lubrication 

decreased, but there’s also been a 20% 

to 25% reduction in the amount of 

grease required.

Performance:

5000 euro each year

Lengthen machine life

Product:

Eurol Chain Lube  
S-AC 38 FD

Performance:

Thousands of euros saved

From 3 greases down to 1

Product:

Eurol Grease CS-2/103-S 

Case

Case



EUROL.COM Eurol B.V. Energiestraat 12 7442 DA Nijverdal, the Netherlands +31 548 61 51 65

ABOUT EUROL
We are a Dutch family business, active since 1977, with 

a passionate team and a modern production facility. Our 

products are available in over 90 countries and in diverse 

sectors including heavy duty, agri, industry, automotive, and 

racing. For commercial and technical support, Eurol offers 

Dealer and Service Point formulas, extensive digital tools, 

and the expertise of our specialists. This ensures customers 

worldwide get the best products, excellent service, and 

maximum return on lubricants.

Dakar Winning Quality 
The Dakar Rally has been an 

ultimate testing stage for our 

products for years. Our collaboration 

with international racing teams 

contributes to the further 

development of our products. Partly 

thanks to the use of the Eurol 

Specialty racing line, multiple Dakar 

victories have been achieved.

Use the interactive lubrication points tool 
to see which products we offer for the 
most essential parts of your vehicle.
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